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EEG Investigation of Mirror-Neuron Activity Before and After Conscious Perception of
Emotion in Faces
Without the ability to interpret and understand others’ actions, social organization and
empathy is not possible. These abilities for social processing, action interpretation, and empathy
were originally studied by examining the underlying neural mechanisms in the premotor cortex
of monkeys (Rizzolatti et al., 1996; Ferrari et al., 2003; Caggiano et al., 2011). The studies
looked at the brain activity of rhesus macaques and were able to generalize the results to humans
because both have similar cortical functioning and constant electrical activity occurring from
neurons, the basic cellular unit of the brain (Parker et al., 2002; Icoboni & Mazziota, 2007). The
electrical activity can be measured using Electroencephalogram (EEG)—a physiological method
of measuring the synchronization and de-synchronization of neurons in the brain generated by
neurons constantly “firing,” or producing electricity from changes in electrochemical gradient
(Teplan, M., 2002). When thousands of neurons fire together in synchronization they produce
greater electrical activity, and when they desynchronize there is a drop in electrical activity,
which can then be measured as an index of brain activity.
The studies found evidence of a Mirror Neuron System (MNS) for action imitation and
understanding due to the activation of visuomotor neurons when the monkeys did a particular
action and when they watched another monkey perform the same action (Kurata & Tanji, 1986;
Di Pellegrino et al., 1992; Gallese et al. 1996; Rizzolatti et al., 1996, 2004). These neurons in the
f5 region (or visuomotor region) of the monkey cortex were deemed mirror neurons because they
only fired when the subject observed an interaction between the hand or mouth of another
monkey and an object (Rizzolatti et al., 2004).
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Using the evidence of the MNS in monkeys as a starting point, testing in recent years has
shifted to focus on the presence of the MNS in humans. EEG is a method of measuring the
electrical activity in the human brain, and is especially useful in this study and in other studies of
the mirror neuron system because it is noninvasive and can record activity across the whole brain
simultaneously. EEG is also optimal because it allows researchers to examine specific regions of
electrical activity such as the motor cortex or the Inferior Frontal Gyrus (IFG) examined in this
study, due to the distributed placement of 32 electrodes on the scalp.
Mu-waves, or the specific electrical bands recorded from the motor cortex, are used as an
index of activity of the MNS because in studies performed by researchers on both humans and
monkeys, the de-synchronization or recorded suppression of EEG rhythm (mu-waves
specifically) occurred during both active movements of subjects and when subjects observed
actions done by others (Gastaut & Bert, 1954, Cochin et al 1998, 1999, Altschuler et al. 1997,
2000). This supports the hypothesis of a mirror neuron system present for action understanding
and interpretation. Specifically, mu-wave suppression, or the decrease in power of EEG waves
between 8 and 13 Hz, is measured when studying the perception of social cues such as facial
emotions and interactions, and is foundational for action and emotion understanding. Mu-waves
are used in this study to index activity of the mirror neuron system and cortical processing
(Moore et al, 2012; Rizzolatti et al., 2001, 2004).
Mu-waves have been used to index the mirror neuron system, while other properties that
affect mu-wave activity during stimulus presentation have not (see Figure 3 below). Two specific
properties that have not been examined with respect to mu-waves are whether mu-waves are
suppressed only when conscious perception occurs and how stimulus difficulty affects mu-wave
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suppression. In examining the effect of mu-wave suppression via EEG recording, greater insight
can be obtained as to how the mirror neuron system is affected by conscious processing.
Although different task demands affect mu-wave suppression (Werhane, Chen, &
Andresen, 2012), this is not the same as conscious perception and no studies have examined the
change in mu-wave suppression (or mirror neuron activity) just before and just after conscious
perception of a face has occurred. The actual change in mu-wave suppression when a stimulus
goes from being unrecognizable to recognizable has not been directly tested. By continuously
recording the change in mu-wave suppression as participants become consciously aware of a
facial emotion, the purpose of this study is to determine whether or not the conscious processing
alone effects mu-wave suppression or if the stimulus difficulty via the amount of visible noise
modulates the mu-wave suppression. Through the use of EEG and a 6 second stimulus
presentation with either sad or angry faces the participants perceive, it is hypothesized that there

will either be an immediate drop in mu-wave suppression at the moment of conscious perception
or that there will be a gradual decrease. For the final 3 seconds of stimulus presentation in which
the participants are consciously aware of the face as it is recovered with visual noise two
additional hypothesis are proposed: that there will be no change in mu-wave suppression or that
there will be a gradual decrease as the noise increases back to 100%.
Method
Subjects
The sample was composed of 21 participants largely taken from the undergraduate
population of the University of Puget Sound ranging in age from 19-62 years. Subjects’ vision
was normal to corrected normal and each participant was right handed. Each subject gave written
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consent to participate in the study and received $20 as compensation. This study was reviewed
and approved by the University of Puget Sound Institutional Review Board.
Experimental Setup
A 32 channel Biosemi system was used on the scalp with reference electrodes placed on
the left and right mastoids. Eye movements were monitored using reference electrodes on the left
temporal and orbital. Data was processed to remove eye movement and EMG artifacts using
principle component analyses in EMSE EEG analysis software. Other artifacts were removed
using a recursive outlier detection algorithm in EMSE.
Task and Stimuli
Participants viewed 8 blocks of images with 20 faces each and 1 final block with 4 facial
images. Each block consisted of angry and sad images. The images presented were held
consistent across all participants. Each block was followed by a resting period for the participant
in which they decided how long the break would be. To begin the next stimuli block the
participant was instructed to press any key.
Before the trials began participants were instructed to indicate which facial emotion was
being presented by pressing the left arrow key for an angry face or the right arrow key for a sad
face. Each image was presented over a period of 6 seconds. Each face was shown at 100% noise
which slowly lifted over a period of 3 seconds to reveal the face underneath. At 3 seconds the
face was once again slowly covered with noise until 6 seconds, in which it was 100% covered
(See Appendix A). To prompt participants to focus on the center of the screen and the facial
images, one second before each trial began a red dot appeared on the center of the screen and
remained present for the duration of the trial. Subjects were asked to refrain from blinking and
moving until the 3 second rest periods in between each stimuli presentation.
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Results
Fourier transformation was used within EMSE EEG to align participants’ data for two
separate analyses. The first aligned all 21 participants’ data to when they indicated the facial
emotion with a keypress (with an average of 1.5 seconds after the beginning of the trial). The

results show a gradual increase in mu-wave suppression over time until the face is fully revealed
at 3 seconds, in which there is a sudden decrease back to baseline (See Appendix B) for the
duration of the trial. The greatest amount of mu-wave suppression occurred at the moment the
emotion was interpreted and indicated with the button press.
The second analysis aligned participant’s data to the onset of the stimuli (See Appendix
C). Mu-wave suppression occurred after the stimulus onset but was not strongly modulated by
the amount of noise present. The amount of mu-wave suppression remained fairly constant after
the first second of stimulus presentation.
Discussion
The gradual increase in mu-wave suppression for the key press-aligned Fourier
Transformation, when contrasted against the results of the stimulus onset-aligned results suggest
that mu-wave suppression is related to the conscious perception of face stimuli. Due to the small
change in mu-wave suppression that occurred when aligned to stimulus onset, it further supports
the idea that mu-wave suppression is unrelated to the presence of low-level characteristics such
as noise. Being the first study to continuously record the mu-wave suppression as participants
view the stimuli, additional testing with more participants could provide further data to
investigate this.
Additional studies may also be able to use faces that approach the participant from the
background of the screen to the foreground, gradually increasing in size to mimic an approaching
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individual. This would be able to test the same conscious perception while mimicking a more
natural social interaction. Other facial emotions could also be used to examine if mu-wave
suppression varies depending on the strength of the emotion being expressed.
Additional data analysis are being completed with the results of this study, as the results
presented are preliminary. Further analyses may include looking at the mu-wave suppression for
individual participants, and by gender. Control stimuli were also included in the experiment in
which no face appeared. The data for the control condition may be compared across the other
two aligned conditions to examine whether the same mu-wave suppression occurred just from
anticipating a face.
Additional studies may be included that could compare the mu-wave suppression of a
normal population sample and individuals with autism. It has been proposed that individuals with
autism have less mu-wave suppression than the average population, possibly relating to the
trouble some autistic individuals experience with perceiving emotion (Dapretto et al., 2006). By
comparing these two populations, more insight could also be gained into the relationship
between mu-wave suppression, the Mirror Neuron System, and autism.
The initial findings of mu-wave suppression modulated by the conscious perception of
facial emotions and not from noise may provide further support for the Mirror Neuron System
being used in emotion interpretation.
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Appendix A

Figure 1. Stimulus presented to participants over a period of 6 seconds. Average keypress
occurred around 1.5 seconds after stimulus onset.
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Appendix B

Figure 2. Mu-waves were more suppressed as participants became aware of the face appearing
out of noise, with maximum suppression around the time they made their response.
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Appendix C

Figure 3. Mu-wave suppression occurred after stimulus onset, but was not strongly modulated by
level of noise in the image.

